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May Investment Report

At last the sun appears to be shining once more and we can welcome the green shoots of another Spring and all the 
hope that comes with it for better times ahead.



Market Commentary

During the past year there have been two main areas of concern to the global economy; the US fiscal cliff and the 
possible failure of the Euro. Although the immediate dangers have now significantly diminished, they have not 
altogether gone away.

The US is showing signs of a strong recovery with modest growth of 1.9% predicted for 2013 rising to 3% for 2014. 
Emerging markets in the developing countries are looking stronger with growth of 5.3% and 5.7% predicted for 
2003 and 2014. The Euro area is still being held back by the obvious problems in the periphery countries but also 
concerns at the core are leading to a negative growth prediction of -0.3% for 2013 and only 1.1% for 2014. 

The UK narrowly missed a “triple –dip” recession with faster growth than expected during the first 
three months of 2013 at 0.3%, rather than the 0.1% predicted. Growth is stifled by debt. Lack of 
exports leads to falling revenues, especially tax revenues and where imports exceed exports, debt 
cannot be reduced until this gap is closed. A problem in the UK is its weakness of exports and where 
over 40% is to Eurozone countries, is therefore reliant on Eurozone recovery.



Market Commentary

So there is good news from the US but the Eurozone is still struggling. If Europe continues to do badly it will have 
a worldwide impact because the world is largely interconnected. The countries on the periphery need to continue 
with their fiscal and structural reforms to help jump start growth again in these areas although due to default risks 
the costs of borrowing is high in these areas. Italy’s prospects are however improving as it follows its program and 
although growth is weak, by 2014 its prospects should be better.

In the emerging markets of the advanced countries predictions for growth in 2013 in these areas have risen from 
2012 but are now at a slower rate of 8% for China, 5.7% India and 3% Brazil.

The demographics of China and the likely impact of the one child policy on the Chinese economy is now fairly well 
known however new research on India is exploring the impact on the reducing number of births there as well and 
during the next 20 years we could see rising costs for consumers in the developed countries as labour costs rise.



Market Commentary

After many years of deflation, Japan is seeing fiscal stimulus from QE and structural reforms from its new 
government boosting growth in the short term. There is still a high level of public debt and investors may require a 
risk premium to reward them however sustaining the borrowing costs at these levels may be difficult in the longer 
term.



Inheritance Tax Mitigation

Last month we informed you of an arrangement that can help mitigate inheritance tax. This is a life assurance 
contract that utilises a double trust arrangement. 

You may invest up to the current nil rate band of £325,000 into the arrangement but in order to gain the maximum 
benefit you have to live 7 years.  After 7 years has expired, you can start the whole process over again!

Briefly how it works:

A number of separate life assurance policies are set up in the investor’s name as the applicant and life assured and 
legal ownership is assigned into a trust called the Initial Trust. The rights of the policies are transferred into a 
Settlement Trust.  The beneficiaries to the trust are also lives assured enabling the policy to continue if required 
following your death, providing them with flexibility regarding the surrender of the policy depending upon market 
conditions prevalent at that time.



Inheritance Tax Mitigation

The life assurance policies, owned by the trust, mature annually allowing the Trustees of the Settlement the option 
of either distributing the maturity proceeds or deferring the maturities for another 10 years. This flexibility allows 
the trustees to pay out money on the policy anniversary if needed so giving you the flexibility of access to the capital 
should you require it.

While you are still alive however you will be taxed at your highest rate of income tax on any growth in the matured 
policies in excess of the initial premium distributed because you are Settlor of the Initial Trust. 

If you would like to discuss this arrangement in more detail and how it may help you in planning your estate to 
mitigate inheritance tax please contact us.

Predictions are based on information available at the time they are made and are therefore just an opinion. 
The actual results could be higher or lower and events in the future could render them meaningless.



Burst Of Activity

News can have a dramatic effect on markets. 

The recent fake tweet on Twitter stating that there had been explosions at the White House and Barack Obama had 
been injured resulted in an immediate drop in stock prices wiping $200 billion from the S&P 500 in a two minute 
selling spree.

After reassurance from the White House, markets immediately recovered and in fact ending up for the day. The 
impact of traders employing algorithms that automatically buy or sell shares after scanning newsfeeds are shown on 
the next page.

This is a timely reminder that sometimes “noise” in the news can affect markets without real foundation and 
investors should be wary about knee jerk reactions.



Burst Of Activity

The 10 minute burst of activity following the false tweet posting  (source: The Wall Street Journal)



Graph

The market activity during April 2013 compared to our Portfolio for a standard Risk 5.



Summary

Although we monitor the markets daily, we continue to believe that any adjustments to portfolio composition are 
only recommended following a broad review of the economy in conjunction with the investor’s appetite for 
investment risk. As always you are welcome to contact us with any immediate concerns and our contact details 
follow on the last page.



Keeping in touch

Telephone: 01722 411 411

Email: hfc@unbiased-advice.co.uk

Website: http://www.unbiased-advice.co.uk

Client log in facility: http://www.fenetra.co.uk

http://twitter.com/hurstfinancial
http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100002126343865
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